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Oil markets were subject to a series of large shocks in 2022. Russia’s invasion of Ukraine in late-
February and the ensuing sanctions, embargoes, and the price cap on Russian oil imports; a 
coordinated response by oil-consuming nations (led by the US) to control prices by a massive release 
of strategic stocks; recessionary and inflationary pressures weighing on the global economy; China’s 
demand shocks from its strict zero-COVID policy; and the massive transformations in crude and 
products trade flows just to mention a few. Of course, oil markets are not unused to shocks - throughout 
the years they have been subject to both supply and demand shocks. But 2022 saw an increase in 
government intervention in global energy markets, including oil markets, as energy security and 
affordability concerns became key drivers of energy policy. Increased government interventions 
elevated key uncertainties which did not only impact physical markets, but also the oil futures markets, 
which in 2022 witnessed a decline in liquidity and open interest in both Brent and WTI as interest rates 
and the collateral required by major exchanges increased, raising the costs of using these markets for 
risk management and hedging and lowering participation rates.1  

Figure 1: Price movements in 2022 
A. Daily Brent B. Price differentials 

  
C. Time spreads D. Diesel margins 

  
Source: Argus, OIES 

These shocks and elevated uncertainties shaped balances and market expectations and these were in 
part reflected in some of the extreme price movements in 2022 (Figure 1). The daily Brent price ranged 
from $76/b to $133/b and averaged $99.8/b annually from $70.4/b in 2021 (see Figure 1A). The Brent-
Dubai EFS spread fluctuated widely reaching $17/b on March 3, 2022, and ending the year at $5.8/b, 
and West African crude differentials spiked near $10/b mid-year before declining towards the end of 
the year (see Figure 1B). The time spreads for WTI and Brent also fluctuated with heavy backwardation 
in June/July easing into contango ending-2022 (see Figure 1C). These were not only limited to crude; 

 
1 Bloomberg. ‘Traders’ $129 Billion Commodities Exodus Marks a Historic Shift’, December 22, 2022. 
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products markets also experienced some extreme movements. Perhaps this is best illustrated in the 
diesel margins which in October reached a record level of $75/b and above $80/b in Northwest Europe 
(NWE) and the US, respectively, before easing (see Figure 1D). 

That said, the global oil market adjusted relatively quickly to a series of shocks and physical supplies 
were little impacted. In fact, the market built a small surplus of around 470,000 b/d in 2022 following a 
-2.3 mb/d deficit in 2021. The unwinding of OPEC+ cuts, the release of oil from the SPR, the ability of 
Russia to redirect its exports away from Europe to other parts of the world which limited the losses in 
Russian supplies, and weak y/y demand growth particularly in Q3 and Q4 all contributed to a fairly 
balanced market in 2022 (Figure 2). 

Figure 2: Supply/demand developments in 2022 
A. OPEC-10 output vs Dec-21 B. US stocks of SPR crude oil 

  
C. Russia crude production disruptions D. Global oil demand 

  
Source: OPEC, US EIA, IEA, OIES (Oil Monthly) 

The events that unfolded in 2022 have set the stage for another unpredictable year ahead. Figure 3 
below shows the balance of risks surrounding our reference outlook for 2023 (in our reference case, 
Brent averages $92.7/b in 2023). Even in the bearish scenarios (e.g., deeper and prolonged recession, 
lower realization of Russian supply disruptions, stronger US production growth) the oil price remains 
supported at around $70/b as the low buffers in the system in the shape of low spare capacity and low 
commercial stocks keep prices supported in our outlook. The bullish scenarios in which prices move 
above $100/b capture a perfect storm where large supply disruptions from Russia amid heightened 
geopolitical risks elsewhere are confronted by a very mild economic recession and a strong rebound in 
China’s demand in the second half of 2023. 
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Figure 3: Balance of risks 

 
Notes: Brent price. Source: OIES (Oil Monthly) 

This Energy Comment highlights some of the key factors that shaped oil market dynamics in 2022 and 
how these factors are likely to play out in 2023. 

The Russia-Ukraine war and its wider implications on the oil market 
The Russian invasion of Ukraine has generated shock waves in global energy markets and energy 
relations, including the oil market. In terms of volume of oil supplies, the impact has been rather limited 
so far and much lower than initially expected. At the start of the Russia-Ukraine war in February 2022, 
Russian crude production fell by nearly 1 mb/d, but against most expectations, Russian production 
proved to be resilient, and output recovered quickly as Russian sellers were successful in finding new 
buyers outside the G7. The decline in Russian production (crude and condensates) has been limited 
with Russian output in December 2022 down by 230,000 b/d to 10.8 mb/d compared to its pre-war 
January and February (Jan/Feb) levels of around 11 mb/d (Figure 4), and crude exports falling below 
3 mb/d for the first time in the year but averaging marginally higher in the period March and December 
at 3.4 mb/d compared to 3.3 mb/d pre-war. 

Figure 4: Russia oil production scenarios 

 
Notes: Brent price. Source: OIES (Oil Monthly) 

Russian oil supplies will remain at the center stage in 2023 with the EU embargo on the imports of 
Russian crude and products coming in full force in 2023. Russian seaborne crude exports in December 
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declined to their lowest level in the year (partly impacted by weather disruptions) but they have 
recovered in January. The full impact of the EU embargo and the price cap on Russia’s production and 
exports will not be fully understood at least until the end of Q1 2023 when the embargo on Russian 
products comes into effect on February 5. For 2023 as a whole, our scenarios assume that Russian 
supply losses will range between 700,000 b/d and 1.5 mb/d, with our reference case at 1.2 mb/d but as 
in 2022, Russian supply disruptions could prove to be smaller than even our lower range as Russian 
crude exports continue to flow to Asia (see Figure 4). 

But beyond the limited impact on supplies, oil markets have been subject to deep transformations which 
will only accelerate in 2023. These transformations have been reflected in a number of key areas: 

§ There has been a massive shift in oil trade flows with some of these shifts likely to prove long lasting 
(see Figure 5). EU-27 seaborne imports of Russian crude have fallen from 1.8 mb/d in Jan/Feb 
2022 to 180,000 b/d in December. The decline in EU-27 imports of Russian products was less 
severe from 1.6 mb/d in Jan/Feb to just below 1 mb/d in Sep/Oct before rebounding to 1.15 mb/d 
year-end ahead of the upcoming EU ban in February. In contrast, India, China and Turkey’s imports 
of Russian crude (Russia’s top 3 main buyers) have increased from 1.1 mb/d in Jan/Feb 2022 to 
2.4 mb/d in December, up by nearly 1.3 mb/d. To fill the loss of Russian supplies, EU-27 crude 
imports from the US, the Middle East and West Africa were higher by 830,000 b/d in December 
compared to Jan/Feb, while another 340,000 b/d were sourced domestically from the North Sea. 
That said, replacing the medium sour Russian crude that has been the staple for European refiners 
in the past years with lighter and sweet grades from WAF and the US forced refiners to adjust their 
crude slates including, for instance, blending high sulphur Iraqi crudes with lighter US grades to 
create a synthetic Urals blend. EU-27 imports of products such as diesel/gasoil and jet/kero from 
the Middle East, India, China and the US have increased by 650,000 b/d in December 2022 
compared to Jan/Feb levels. Taken together, this represents a massive reshuffling in oil trade flows 
and oil trading relationships within a very short period. 

Figure 5: Shifts in crude oil trade flows 

 
Notes: Changes in flows between Mar-Dec 22 versus Jan-Feb 22. Source: Kpler, OIES 

§ Oil markets have become more segmented with wide divergence in the prices of sanctioned and 
non-sanctioned crudes. For instance, Urals have been trading at large discount in Asia impacting 
the pricing of other crudes destined to Asia including those from the Middle East. This also applies 
to products where Russian and non-Russian products cargoes are priced differently. So does the 
cost of storage, where storing Russian barrels now commands a premium in some storage hubs 
such as Fujairah, which is now becoming a major hub for Russian products (initially residual FO 
and increasingly now naphtha and gasoil; see Figure 6). This is also impacting commercial 
transactions with some crude trading firms requesting a proof that the hired tankers have not carried 
Russian-origin cargo for a specific period of time, as well as exchanges such as ICE who banned 
low-sulphur gasoil of Russian origin. This segmentation will intensify in 2023. 
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Figure 6: Russian product exports to Fujairah 

 
Source: Kpler, OIES 

§ The disappearance of Russian Urals in Europe also impaired the price discovery process for sour 
crudes reducing the efficiency of arbitrage between regions. Urals central role as a major marker 
for pricing sour crude exports into Europe has ended. For decades, Urals –a baseload for European 
refiners that freely traded in a transparent European spot market– was used by producers in the 
Middle East to price their exports to Europe accurately (and a key part of their OSP methodology). 
With Urals no longer reflecting the economics of European refining, this has impacted the price 
discovery process.       

§ To redirect its crude and products and to avoid the EU restrictions on insurance and shipping, 
Russia had to rely on its own fleet but also on ‘shadow’ and ‘dark’ fleet which meant that tracking 
trade flows has become increasingly challenging. Alongside the increased trade in sanctioned 
Iranian and Venezuelan crude and the increase in the use of diversion tactics to hide the origin of 
the crude such as ship-to-ship transfers and blending, oil trade flows have become less transparent. 
Also, most of the energy companies and traditional trading houses have ceased trading Russian 
crude and products. These have now been replaced by new entities that operate outside the G7 
restrictions. These entities, with no credit history or trading experience, will play an increasingly 
important role in 2023, developing new supply chains, infrastructures, and trading routes for 
Russian oil with little information about their activities. 

§ As China and India continue to increase their imports of Russian crude, the share of oil trade 
conducted in currencies other than the US dollar is poised to rise and there will be increasing calls 
from these countries to conduct oil and gas trade in their local currencies. During his visit to Saudi 
Arabia, President Xi Jinping called for oil and gas to be traded in yuan. The Reserve Bank of India 
has devised a rupee trade mechanism for the purchase of Russian crude. However, the shift away 
from the US dollar is likely to be very slow. So far none of the gulf exporters have committed to 
selling oil to China in yuan. Also, the rupee trade mechanism has not gained much traction and 
payments for Russian imports are still made mainly in US dollars.  

§ Even though Russia has been successful in redirecting its oil flows, Russia has lost most of its 
customer base with the fate of its exports being very dependent on few countries (mainly China and 
India). Except for Turkey and some EU destinations exempted from the ban, buyers of Russian 
crude are now in the East of Suez. Within Asia, almost 90 per cent of Russia’s exports now go to 
these two countries (see Figure 7). This gives refineries in India and China huge market power. 
Also, the fact that Russian crude now must travel to further away places (with a major increase in 
ton-mile demand), pricing of crude should discount for the higher freight rates and insurance 
premiums. 
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Figure 7: Asian imports of Russian crude 

 
Source: Kpler, OIES 

§ Russia is unlikely to maintain its current productive capacity in the face of current sanctions as it 
loses access to services of western companies and to high quality equipment. As a result, Russia’s 
production will most likely fall over time. Among other things, this will impact Russia’s position within 
OPEC+ especially that other countries within the Group have ambitious plans to increase their 
productive capacity and export potential. In fact, in December 2022, Russia’s production was well 
below its quota and much lower than its baseline. 

In short, although Russian production proved to be resilient and the oil market did not experience a 
large loss in supply so far and unlikely to experience a persistent supply shock as Russian sellers will 
eventually find a way around the current restrictions, the oil market has undergone some structural 
transformations in terms of shifts in trade flows, pricing, market segmentation, transparency, 
commercial and geopolitical relations, and Russia’s position in oil market. 

Government responses and interventions in the oil market 
A key feature of 2022 has been the response of consuming countries to the Russia-Ukraine war and 
the impacts of government intervention on energy markets in general and oil markets in particular. 
These responses came in different shapes: introducing support packages for consumers, imposing 
price/revenue caps, introducing windfall taxes, and imposing bans/embargoes on the imports of 
Russian energy. When it comes to oil markets, two such interventions stand out.  

The first is the United States use of the SPR as a tool for managing the market on the upside and 
recently also on the downside. In 2022, the release of crude from the US SPR totaled 221 mbbls (see 
Figure 8), even though the expected large disruptions in Russian supplies failed to materialise. But the 
impact goes beyond the physical volumes. The US Administration used the SPR releases to signal its 
willingness to put a cap and a floor on the oil price which shaped market expectations in 2022. This is 
likely to continue in 2023. Only recently the US administration signaled that it is not ruling out further 
releases from the SPR nor any option to bring prices lower, though the use of SPR is likely to become 
less effective over time, if crude stocks continue to fall to critical levels or if there are restrictions on how 
the SPR would be used (for instance, recently the US House of Representatives advanced a legislation 
aimed at preventing crude oil from the SPR from ending up in China). An interesting development in 
2022 has been the US Administration plan to buy crude to refill the SPR to ‘provide both certainty to 
industry that there is stable demand for increased production’ specifying a price range at or below about 
$67-$72 per barrel, in effect trying to put a floor under the oil price. 
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Figure 8: US SPR releases of crude oil in 2022 

 
Notes: End-of-period. Source: US EIA, OIES 

Another key factor that shaped oil markets in 2022 was the imposition of the price cap on Russian oil 
by the G7. The main objective for introducing the price cap is to minimize the impact of the EU embargo 
on Russian oil exports to avert a supply shock while reducing the oil revenues for the Russian 
government. The price cap has created much confusion in the market as many of the operational 
aspects remain vague (and perhaps on purpose). There is also the issue for which countries the price 
cap is relevant. For those countries that have announced a complete ban on Russian crude imports 
regardless of the price, the price cap is irrelevant. For those countries that continue to import Russian 
crude, they have officially announced that they will not adhere to the price cap mechanism. Also, oil is 
not priced on flat levels, but on differentials to benchmarks and the pricing period could be few weeks 
ahead and thus the price at the time of purchase or loading is often not known. A bigger issue remaining 
is that physical deals are conducted Over the Counter (OTC), where visibility is limited and policing 
such transactions is near impossible. Key items such as pricing period, delivery period and payment 
terms can also vary (as witnessed in tender sales throughout last year). 

Figure 9: Price cap and Urals crude 

 
Notes: Urals averages fob prices of Urals Primorsk, Urals Ust-Luga, and Urals Med Aframax and Urals Med 
Suezmax Novorossiysk. Source: Argus, OIES 

In 2023, the debate on the effectiveness of the price cap and its impacts on oil markets will come into 
focus. Key issues include whether the price cap has been effective in reducing Russia’s revenues and 
Russia’s potential response to the price cap. Even without the price cap in place, the loss of the 
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European market, due to self-sanctioning and later due to the embargo, has forced Russia to offer its 
key grade Urals at a large discount to entice new buyers in Asia (see Figure 9). Also, the size of the 
discount reflects the increase in freight rates and insurance premiums as the trade in Russian Urals 
shifted from short haul to long haul as most of the Russian buyers are now located in the East of Suez, 
where key buyers such as India and China buy Russian crude on a delivered basis. Also, the heavy 
dependence on couple of key buyers gives these buyers more pricing power. Some argue that this 
pricing power has been amplified by the imposition of the price cap as the mechanism gives buyers 
more ammunition to negotiate lower prices.  

However, pricing and bargaining power is not constant and depends on market conditions. In weak 
market conditions and if Russian sellers want to continue to sell Urals in Asia, they will have to offer 
their crude at large discounts which will keep Urals price below the price cap. If Russia wants to avoid 
offering large discounts in weak market conditions, then it can cut its output. If the output cut is deep 
enough and oil markets become tighter, then Russia can command a higher price for its crude and even 
put a floor on the price. And if market tightens enough and there is not enough crude to go around, 
Russian barrels would be much in demand as they are likely to be the cheapest in the market and 
Russia can decide how to ration its barrels among its limited buyers. Under these circumstances, 
Russian barrels may start selling above the cap. In this case, the price cap is irrelevant as Russian 
buyers have announced that they will not adhere to the price cap mechanism in any case.  

So far, and unlike natural gas, Russia seems keen to continue to sell its crude and petroleum products. 
Russia's strategy on oil is different to gas. A unilateral cut to gas has weaponized Russia's trade with 
Europe. A unilateral cut to oil would dent geopolitical relations with Russia's few remaining trading 
partners, such as India and China, particularly at a time when both countries are rapidly advancing ties 
with key Gulf producers. Russia has announced that it will publish details on procedures for monitoring 
discounts to benchmark prices which ‘will be used to work out additional measures aimed at limiting the 
possible discount to market-based prices’. This is vague and the price reaction at the start of 2023 seem 
to suggest that few believe Russia will cut output unilaterally. But the price cap does create uncertainty 
and confusion for oil exporters, shippers, insurers, traders, banks, and even financial players who may 
decide to stay outside markets given the increased uncertainty and this in turn impacts physical 
operations through reduced liquidity and increased cost of hedging and arbitrage. 

OPEC+ Proactive and Pre-emptive policy 
The October 2022 decision to cut overall production by 2 mb/d will set the tone for OPEC+ in 2023 
(though the incremental cut in real barrels in November was lower as many countries are currently 
producing below their quotas; see Figure 10) with the Group sending a clear signal that it is willing to 
act proactively and pre-emptively to balance the market. In the past, such pre-emptive and pro-active 
moves were not feasible as the cohesion within OPEC was not strong and it took months or even years 
to negotiate output cuts. As a result, OPEC responses always arrived late, only after market balances 
have weakened sharply which required OPEC to implement deeper cuts for longer periods. But OPEC+ 
cohesion is now stronger, and as a result the Group can respond in a timelier manner. OPEC+ adjusted 
the frequency of the OPEC and non-OPEC Ministerial Meetings from 2023-onwards to every six months 
but signaled in its December 2022 meeting ‘their readiness to meet at any time and take immediate 
additional measures to address market developments and support the balance of the oil markets and 
its stability if necessary’. Also, the dynamics within the Group are shaped by the fact that most OPEC+ 
producers outside the Middle East including Russia are producing at maximum capacity and below their 
quotas. The latest available data for December 2022 indicate that OPEC+ output (even excluding 
Russia) is around 1.1 mb/d below its target but with large variation. Most countries are producing below 
their quotas and at maximum capacity while few are meeting their targets and are still below their 
maximum capacity. If oil demand recovers sharply in 2023 and OPEC+ decides to respond by 
increasing output, the issue of quotas and allocations across the Group will come into focus. 
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Figure 10: OPEC+ output in November 2022 

A. OPEC-10 B. Non-OPEC+ 

  
Notes: OPEC-10 production is based on secondary sources. Source: OPEC, IEA, OIES 

Global economic downturn and the China woes 
Low y/y demand growth in Q3 and Q4 was a key factor that affected oil market balances in 2022. We 
estimate that in H2 2022, oil demand came at 100,000 b/d compared to 3.6 mb/d in H1. This resulted 
in huge revisions in oil demand growth both for 2022 and 2023. At the start of the year, the consensus 
estimates for oil demand growth for 2022 was at around 3.7 mb/d. By December, this has been revised 
closer to 2 mb/d. For 2023, the consensus estimate was at around 2.3 mb/d mid-year and by December, 
this has been revised lower by 600,000 b/d to 1.6 mb/d. Inflationary pressures and supply-chain 
bottlenecks kept the pressure on growth prospects in 2022, but global GDP was still expected to register 
robust grow at the start of the year. However, the energy crisis, inflation, persistent supply-chain 
bottlenecks and aggressive monetary policy tightening caused the global economy to slow down with 
global GDP growth prospects downgraded than forecasted a year ago. Even though inflation is set to 
decline this year, some of the biggest uncertainties are how soon central banks will feel comfortable 
about easing monetary policy, as well as how much available policy space is there to promote growth. 
But with the debate ongoing as to whether interest rates have peaked earlier than expected, the 
question of where we are in the hiking cycle will continue to dominate attention in the coming months 
and dictate global oil demand growth outcomes in 2023. 

Another key driver for lower demand growth in 2022 was China’s zero COVID-policy and the impact 
this have had on energy demand. Oil demand in China contracted for the first time in more than 30 
years in 2022 with an estimated y/y decline of around 450,000 b/d (Figure 11). Most of the declines 
occurred in two categories: gasoline and jet/kerosene which declined y/y by 250,000 b/d and 300,000 
b/d, respectively (see Figure 12). In 2022, China’s imports of crude declined for the second consecutive 
year despite the rise in crude imports in Q4. But as China abandons its strict zero COVID policy, the 
strength in China’s oil demand recovery will be a key factor shaping the balance of risks in 2023. There 
is strong optimism among some that the recovery in demand will be sharp and although the shift in 
policy from Zero-COVID would cause disruptions to the economy in the short-term as infections rise, 
the outlook for the rest of the year looks positive. A recent survey by Bloomberg of China-focused 
consultants project oil demand to grow by 800,000 b/d in 2023 compared to our estimates of 520,000 
b/d (see Figure 11). While the view of a sharp recovery in demand seems to dominate the discourse, 
the recovery may turn out to be more gradual. China’s government options to stimulate the economy 
both in terms of fiscal and monetary policies are limited. For instance, decreasing interest rates to 
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stimulate the economy can result in massive capital flight especially as the US continues to increase its 
interest rate while fiscal stimulus can increase the debt burden of many of the state-owned companies 
and local governments increasing further their vulnerability. Also, the woes in the economy particularly 
in China’s real estate sector are far from over. 

Figure 11: China oil demand Figure 12: China products demand in 2022 

  
Source: OIES (Oil Monthly) Source: OIES 

Beyond the impact of China’s opening on oil demand, 2023 will bring into focus China-Russia relations 
including oil relations. China’s imports of Russian crude have increased only marginally in 2022 relative 
to India who in Q4 surpassed China as the top customer of Russian crude (see Figure 7, p.7). This 
could be explained in part by the weak macroeconomic environment and the zero Covid policy which 
impacted domestic oil demand, refinery runs and imports. But China’s imports of Russian crude are 
likely to increase further in 2023, as China’s economy opens and refineries runs ramp up. Russia's 
Transneft has also advanced plans to reopen idle rail tank loading facilities in East Siberia (with the 
potential to increase exports by an additional 150,000 b/d). This would bring ex-seaborne export 
capacity to around 1 mb/d (ESPO's pipeline capacity was upgraded in 2021 to 865,000 b/d from 
615,000 b/d). The increase in Russian crude imports would be shaped by factors such as the quality of 
crude (Middle East barrels constitute the base load for many of China’s refineries), pricing terms given 
piped volumes have their own pricing formulae and seaborne volumes are priced on a delivered basis 
against ICE Brent, energy security concerns which dictates that China continues to seek a more 
diversified supply mix particularly from the Middle East, and the competition from other sanctioned 
crudes, particularly Iranian crudes. Most recent data show that China’s appetite for Russian crude 
particularly for the short-haul ESPO blend has increased sharply with most of the loadings in the 
Kozmino port in November and December being destined to China. Unlike Urals, ESPO is selling above 
the price cap of $60/barrel. Also, recently, Chinese-owned supertankers have been shipping Russian 
Urals to China as the EU embargo restricted access to Western shipping services. Overall, in 2022, 
China’s trade with Russia has hit a record of $190 billion. 

2023 will also bring into focus the balance between China’s demand and its exports of petroleum 
products. In the first half of 2022, China’s exports of products declined to a very low level despite strong 
products margins in Europe and Asia as crude imports and refinery runs declined. Products exports 
however rose sharply towards year-end (see Figure 13). In December, China’s oil products exports hit 
a 32-month high increasing y/y by 138 per cent and the Commerce Ministry issued the first batch of 
products export quotas of 2023 which was 46 per cent higher than the first batch of 2022. Both these 
factors helped relieve some of the pressure on global products markets (Figure 14). For 2023, the 
balance between domestic consumption and exports will have important implications for markets 
around the world, particularly for Europe. 
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Figure 13: China exports of selected products Figure 14: Asian middle distillate cracks 

  
Source: Kpler Source: S&P Commodity Insights 

The Middle Distillates factor 
Even with the slowdown in the EU economy, which is expected to weigh heavily on diesel and gasoil 
demand, the embargo on imports of Russian products coming into force in February 2023 and the 
relatively low level of commercial stocks of middle distillates (which remain below their 5-year average; 
see Figure 15), a diesel supply deficit may still emerge in 2023 in Europe. Although the EU ban has 
been planned for few months, EU-27 continues to rely heavily on Russian diesel imports for its 
consumption averaging 45 per cent of the total in 2022 (Figure 16). In fact, Russian diesel exports 
during December 2022 came in at 600,000 b/d, the highest level on our record since 2017, as European 
buyers scramble to store diesel before the embargo comes into effect and as Russia already started to 
diversify its routes including to Turkey, Africa, Brazil and East of Suez. 

Figure 15: OECD commercial products stocks vs 5-year average 

 
Source: IEA, OIES 

EU refineries can’t fill the gap (especially if strikes disrupt refining operations in 2023 as in 2022) and 
thus the EU will have to source supplies from further away places to substitute for nearly 500,000 b/d 
of Russian diesel import losses. This is likely to keep diesel prices elevated to keep the arbitrage open. 
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Refineries in the Middle East (particularly from Kuwait, the UAE and Saudi Arabia), the US and Brazil 
can help fill the gap, but there is also the possibility that some of the Russian products could be recycled 
back to Europe through blending and ship-to-ship transfers. Some countries could both increase their 
imports of Russian diesel and increase their exports of the same product. For instance, latest data show 
that Turkish refineries have simultaneously increased their imports of Russian diesel and exports of 
diesel. 

But one key factor that could constrain supply in Europe is lower availability of imports from China in 
2023. Europe has been increasing its intake of diesel and jet fuel from China in Q4 2022 where EU 
imports of products from China rose to 150,000 b/d in December from 20,000 b/d on average in the first 
three quarters of the year (Figure 17). Imports on this scale however are not guaranteed in 2023. With 
China now opening, domestic demand for diesel and jet is poised to increase and could impact the 
availability of these products for exports despite issuing a higher first batch of products export quotas 
for 2023. However, this quota is not likely to determine the direction for the rest of the year especially 
that it remains unclear the size and when the next batch will be allocated. 

Another factor that could weigh on supply is the cost of freight which has risen due to higher insurance 
premiums and higher clean tanker rates. The diesel deficit could also impact the supply of other 
products such as jet fuel, which is yet to recover to its pre-pandemic levels and it draws on the same 
molecules within the refining system. Although ending-2022 jet fuel demand is estimated at around 20 
per cent below pre-pandemic levels and only marginally improved from a year ago, a strong recovery 
in 2023 is expected. If the EU’s ban on Russian refined product imports results in European diesel 
prices increasing at a fast pace, refineries will have the incentive to maximize diesel yields at the 
expense of jet fuel. 

Figure 16: EU-27 diesel imports by origin Figure 17: EU-27 product imports from China 

  
Source: Kpler, OIES Source: Kpler, OIES 

Oil markets continue to be resilient but at a cost 
Oil has always assumed a special position within the energy complex. Oil is a global and mature market, 
fungible, with many interrelated physical and financial layers, diverse set of players both on the demand 
and the supply side and has dealt with many shocks in the past (geopolitical and weather-related 
outages and demand shocks). Nevertheless, 2022 generated new types of shocks and the oil market 
has not been immune from government interventions which added new layers of uncertainty. 

However, despite the severity of the shocks experienced in 2022, the oil market through its various 
layers and players has shown strong resilience and continues to perform its key functions of price 
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discovery and redirecting crude and products in the face of a massive shock. These shifts in trade flows 
will accelerate and consolidate in 2023, with wide implications for the structure of the market, price 
discovery, geopolitical relations, and the dominance of the dollar in oil trade. However, this has come 
at a cost. The trade routes have become longer and the cost of re-optimizing trade flows has increased, 
the adjustment in price differentials is sharper, the markets have become more segmented and less 
transparent and new class of trading entities have emerged. Also, refineries are having to change their 
crude slates resulting at times in sub-optimal use of crudes and supply of products. Most importantly, 
the current crisis is causing increased government intervention in energy markets including oil markets 
as energy security, alongside reducing emissions, becomes a key driver of energy policy. These 
government interventions have not yet reached their peak and are unlikely to be reversed anytime soon 
and the full impacts of which will become more visible in 2023 and beyond. 


